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Carew Academy Upper School 1 

Manager: Mr. Stratton and Mr. Hamilton 

Captain: Luke  

The boys done extremely well for the wet and cold conditions they was playing in, I thought they 

might have been slow to start but they got off to a flyer with a 3-0 win, all goals courtesy of Shane 

who seemed to score with every touch! His work up front was made much easier due to Dan and 



Luke who battled in defence, braking up the oppositions attacking play and finding Carew’s attacking 

players on the counter. 

The following games seemed to follow the pattern of the first game with the boys being in control 

and looked the better of the teams in all games, but in the second game the oppositions keeper 

probably had the game of his life keeping out an onslaught from the likes of Shane, Josh and also Rio 

on the odd occasion. It was an extremely one sided game but the boys would be handed their first 

defeat of the league campaign losing marginally by a goal to nil. 

Possibly still downbeat about their first defeat the boys battled away in their third game in rainy 

conditions, they fell behind to an early goal but they quickly rallied together and scored a well 

worked goal which was finished by Rio. We thought the boys would go on to win the game but it 

seemed that the back to back games would take its toll and fatigue slowly started to creep in. Myley 

made a couple of great saves but was unable to keep out a couple of well worked goals from the 

opposition which unfortunately meant they suffered their second defeat of the day. 

The boys had a well-earned 20/25 minute break which allowed them to recharge their batteries and 

rest some tired legs, which showed for the last game as they went straight after the opposition from 

minute one, Josh and Liam applied some great pressure to the defence of the opposition which 

allowed Josh to win the ball back and fire a fantastic shot bottom corner in the first couple of 

minutes.  Just like the first game Myley had very little to do in goal due to Dan, Luke and Liam who 

stopped any sign of an attack at the Carew goal. The boys would see out the rest of the game 

comfortably which meant they made it 2 wins out of 4 for the day and ensured they stayed top of 

the league! 

Results:  

4 – 0 (Shane 3, Josh) 

0 - 1  

1 - 3 (Rio) 

2 – 1 (Josh, Shane) 

Carew Academy Upper School 2 

Managers: Mr. Byrne and Mr O’Keefe 

Captain: Chinedu  

The B team started from where they left off in the previous tournament with a dominant 

performance and a convincing 5-0 over The Park school, with two goals from Andrei, two from 

Adam, and one from captain Chinedu. The second game saw us face Chartwood School. The game 

was a hard fought battle and only a classy finish from Vice-captain Luke managed to see the team to 

a 1-0 victory over a very organised team. Abbey School were the next opponents, another match 

that proved to be another end to end game. A commanding performance from Lee at the back 

prevented a very attacking side any real chances in front of goal. The match ended 1-0 to Carew 

after an Adam goal. One of the teams decided to drop out of the tournament, which meant that 

Carew had to face Chartwood and Abbey School once more. Second time round the team narrowly 

lost to Chartwood 2-1, goal from Adam once again, but managed to improve on their first game 

against the Abbey School and won that 2-0, with a quick double from Captain Chinedu. Carew 

finished the day top of the table. 



Results: 

5 – 0 (Andrei 2, Adam 2, Chinedu 1) 

1 – 0 (Luke) 

1 – 0 (Adam) 

1 – 2 (Adam) 

2 – 0 (Chinedu 2) 

Carew Academy Girls 

Managers: Miss Purchase,  Mrs Brooks and Miss Nembhard. 

Captain: Chloe  

An amazing number of 10 girls came to the Surrey Inclusive Football League, meaning we were able 

to help another school with less players. The girls team played well in all matches, they worked well 

as a team and stayed positive throughout the day .We lost 2 and drew 1 but they all played very well 

with great team work .  



17/01/2019 

Carew Academy Middle School 1 Carew Academy Middle School 2 

Jack  Liam  

Brandon © Freddie © 

Jack  Niyaz 

George  Kieran 

Mitchell  Jevani  

 Batikan  

  

 

Carew Academy Middle School 1 

Manager: Mr. Stratton 

MS1 had a really tough test as they are still in the premier league of the competition. Missing 2 key 

players it was always going to be a difficult day. They started off again with a really harsh defeat of 4-

1 despite having the better chances, they then went on to suffer 3 more defeats. They did not stop 

trying and their teamwork and work rate was never in doubt. This team learnt a lot on what was a 

hard day at the office – a work in definite progress, well done boys! 

Carew Academy Middle School 2 

Managers: Mr. Sneddon and Mr. Engelbracht 

Difficult weather conditions threatened to spoil the day but couldn't dampen the spirits of Carew B 

in this their third tournament and their first match since being promoted to a higher level. Captain 

Freddie prepared his team and they had a difficult start, although we had action at both ends 

including a 'worldie' by Kieron, from inside his own half and a neat finish from Jevani, the first 2 

games returned zero points. It was up to Liam and the ever present Bailey after some tactical noose 

at the back, to tighten up the defence. They threw their bodies on the line, grinding out a well-

earned draw. Losing is never easy but next up wasn't the last game. Batikan was a presence up front 

in the final game and with Captain Freddie galvanizing his team, ensured B went home on a high 

with a 2-1 win and a fantastic solo goal from Niyaz. Onwards and upwards. 

This team are on the up, ignore them at your peril. 


